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Open letter to all wanderers Welcome We are a cyber hunter development team. First of all, please introduce the game. Cyber Hunter is the next generation of competitive sandbox mobile games. It's packed with a host of different elements, including survival, shooting, exploration, skills and much more including parkour! The game tells
the story of our future after the advanced brain-computer interface technology and human civilization once again experienced a leap of evolution, during which big events began to unfold. Justice stands up to evil. The old is against the new. And the forces of conservatism collide with extremism. In this virtual world, all heroes and heroines
have gained super power with the help of quantum droids – the ability to turn quantum cube energy into the tactical support devices they need. From optical camouflage to quantum barriers, to detectors that warn you to approach enemies, to medical devices that heal your squad mates. Anything, everything can be built by you, and that's
not all. In any fight, you can choose the skills you think will be most useful for your strategy. We have created a vertical combat concept. With parkour features such as climbing, gliding and rolling, players can experience vertical battles on a variety of terrains, including mountains, swamps, and deserts. In this game, the arena that hosts
your battle is not a huge flat map, but a world where you can fly in the sky and move underground. It also creates a number of exploration points scattered around the world. Here you can explore desert temples with the chance to find E-Cores to unlock new skills and weapons. Inside the mound of destroyed robots, you can also find
gloves that will greatly increase your climbing speed. We hope that cyber hunters will bring a new way to enjoy the game and hope to participate in the sandbox competitions you offer. The game still has room to improve, but if there is overheating, slowing down, occasional restarting or device updates during the game, we apologize in
advance and ask for your understanding. We can reassure you that this version does not represent the final quality of the game, but is just the beginning of something even more enjoyable. Valuable suggestions and opinions will be the driving force behind cyberhunter's continuous improvement, and enthusiasm and passion will motivate
our efforts. Finally, I would like to thank you for your download and support of the game. Thank you very much! Features: -- Vivid characters with Beri-like faces - The next generation of faces can shape art and make distinctive and vivid heroes, with more than 100 cosmetic designs - Special skills and tactics - Many of the tactical skills
such as optical camouflage, quantum barriers, invisible force field, fire, etc.You can formulate your own tactical system - take to the skies to look for what you need. Become a parkour expert and knock out your enemies in style - glide into the sky, dive into the deep sea, climb and roll, there are a lot of parkour moves that you can use
during fast-paced free combat. - Explore and fight in sandbox worlds - All terrains are open to explore freely, including 100 meters high water drops, desert temples and swamp relics. You will find a lot of weapons in this world. About us: - Official site: - Facebook page: - Facebook group: Discord: Twitter: - YouTube: - Instagram: New
features for the new .com/cyberhunter_official/New Features Chaos arrives in the CS7 season — Cyborg Mercenaries in the City of Havoc LeagueBe Night! Havoc League secrets await wanderers to discover! complete season pass quests, get special Woocon and Neja themed fashions, and special rewards like Wukong's theme
Avatar.New Faction Map Debut - Sky Garden Mail: gamecyberhunter@global Those wondering.com where to find another Battle Royale game that can be separated from dozens of different titles in a market that mimics the famous PUBG can finally rest in peace with the release of CyberHunter. For the first time, you can combine parkour
elements into your battle royale action as you perform incredible stunts to defeat your opponents. Let's take a look at all the great features the game has to offer in our review. Story Games is an open world battle royale game where gamers can do more than survive and shoot. Here you can explore a magnificent climbable world where
you can easily manipulate all objects. Perform incredible stunts by using your hands to climb huge buildings and plot some incredible kill schemes. On top of that, you also don't just want the vehicle to be very interactive, speed up or get you in place. Pick up the glider as you wait for the enemy to walk into your trap and move to an
incredible location. Collect amazing weapons that come with unique and useful powers. Here you can find everything you need to know about this amazing battle royale game: for the first time, Android gamers can create unique characters that are completely different from one, another. This means that customization options allow you to
give your character a completely different look. Choose between different preset looks and feel free to let your imagination flow as you create differentWith unique facial features. Adjust your nose, eyes, eyebrows, mouth and other facial features to suit the way you want. New hairstyles, skin color, body frame, and pickup as well. You
won't find mobile games with the same level of interaction. Put your character's unique costumes to set them apart from the complex other gamers. The only limitation of cyber hunters is your imagination. Create beautiful heroes to accompany you on your Battle Royale journey with cyber hunters. The level of detail in customization applies
to both our protagonists Zero and Max, so you're free to change the way you look what you choose. In addition, the game also features dozens of epic weapons that you can have with you throughout the game. Spend time roaming the map and look for Badass equipment that can give you serious advantages. Different weapons allow you
to have access to different ways of fighting enemies. Take them head-on with your powerful assault rifle. Unleash powerful blasts dealing with area damage from a distance. Defeat enemies unnoticed by stealth and deadly snipers. Or zap them with insane currents at close range. Your fighting style and tactics will depend a lot on the type
of weapon you get in the game. And for the first time, Battle Royale fans will have access to unique gameplay with cyber hunters they haven't seen before. That said, the game introduces gamers to the climbing abilities each character has. As long as they offer you a climbing surface, you can take advantage of this flexible skill to get on
top of something. This allows incredible ambushes and traps that can be set for your opponents. Hide at incredible heights and defeat your enemies when they are unaware. Plus, your glider allows you to travel to multiple locations at relatively high speed without having to use other vehicles. Each cyberhunter has access to 18 different
survival skills, and even if you're a paid or unpaid gamer, there's no limit to them. On top of that, the game doesn't come with special purchases that can give you an in-game advantage. The only thing you can do is buy costumes and customizations for your character so that they look better or unlock special effects when performing skills.
The skills introduced in the game consist of basics such as firing, hiding, climbing, gliding and healing. But you also have access to some pretty unique things like building barricades, detecting enemy signals, and protecting yourself with a safety ring. These are the rich loot you need to roam the map and discover the rich loot to collect.
Aside from gliders, cyber hunters will introduce you to a variety of vehicles that you can use while traveling on land, sea, and even vertical platforms. Find yourself aboard multiple vehicles with you and different capacitiesMove through different surfaces, underwater, buildings, and more. And like other Battle Royale games, cyber hunter
players can enjoy a lonely survival journey or join forces with other gamers in team battles. Make use of many great tactical options to create great barricades to protect you and your allies. Or hunt down enemies, hunt them down one after another, become lone wolves. Either, you will have a lot of fun. The game features great gameplay
that is completely free for you to explore. Having said that, you can enjoy the game on your mobile device without paying anything. In addition, they also reward players great every day. However, if you want to buy your own bundle, you will have to spend some money. But despite this, it's still the perfect freedom and fair game you're
looking for. The game features great graphics that you don't usually see in other mobile games, even the latest ones. That said, with Cyber Hunter, gamers have the chance to experience console-grade gameplay on their mobile devices. Take part in epic survival challenges with your beautiful characters, immerse yourself in amazing
environments and experience amazing visual effects as you fight your enemies. Originally composed by top musicians, DCM, Cyber Hunter ensures a relaxing and immersive audio experience for gamers. You can find yourself enjoying the soundtrack in and out of the game. Do not install the APK on your device, do not open the app.
Extract OBB files to /SDCARD/Android/obb/com.netease.lztgglobal. Verify that the OBB file (main.100308.com.netease.lztgglobal.obb) is located in the com.netease.lztgglobal folder. Start the game again. Enjoy! If you're tired of pretty much the same old Battle Royale game when it comes to gameplay, Cyber Hunter could be the perfect
alternative title for you to enjoy. Completely refresh your setup, gameplay and combat elements so you can find yourself in a fully updated Battle Royale game unlike any other game. And if you find an interesting game and want to experience something similar, Eclipse Isle and Final Day Rule Survival are also our top recommendations
along with this game. Game.
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